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All of the companies want their worker to be discipline when their working one of the way is applying discipline’s strategy for the workers that the company has settled it. So it can create performance that appropriate need, but we know that company is a organization which is in the activity there are many different people involve there. So, the media to create good performance is different, too. Based on that opinion, the writer do the research in PT.PLN (Corporate) Gresik and the result make the writer to do thesis and the title is applying working “Discipline’s Strategy to Increase the Workers Performance in PT. PLN (Corporate) Gresik”.

The method that the writer use in this research is descriptive qualitative and the purpose is to draw systematically about the research focus that include to working discipline. There five people to be research subject. The purpose of data analysis is make simple the result so easy to understood. Data analysis include to three stage data reduction, data serve and conclusion.

Research result show that process of applying working discipline in PT. PLN (Corporate) Gresik has done that appropriate with policy from the central of PT. PLN (Corporate) the process include to program of workers building and workers discipline, but it better the process of applying working discipline more strict so, the result of the productivity can appropriate with company’s vision and mission.